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Introduction: Three Questions
Computational limitations are simultaneously frustrating and useful; we are dismayed by the apparent
difficulty of learning, but we need hard problems for secure cryptography. I study computational complexity
theory to achieve useful outcomes — such as learning algorithms and provably correct pseudorandom number
generators — by understanding and exploiting the limits of efficient computation. I seek formal answers to
three basic questions:
(Q1) How are efficient algorithms and complexity limits related?
(Q2) Which natural phenomena can be efficiently and convincingly simulated by computation?
(Q3) What rich properties (e.g., privacy, fairness, transparency) can algorithm designers enforce?
My general approach is linguistic. By analyzing the languages used to describe algorithms and write
proofs, we can study and manipulate broad classes of arguments and algorithms simultaneously. This
“bulk” treatment of formal objects was key to my results in structural complexity [8], pseudorandomness
[6], and computational learning theory [5, 4]. For each question above, I will provide background, sketch my
accomplishments so far, and describe future directions.

Background & Past Work
(Q1) Duality between Meta-Computation & Complexity Lower Bounds
Background: Complexity theorists seek the limits of efficient computation. They try to lower bound the
amount of computational resources (such as space, time, or random bits) needed to solve important and
natural problems. Algorithm designers try to develop efficient algorithms for problems, giving upper bounds
on the computational resources required for these tasks. These goals appear opposed. Yet a complexity
lower bound also contains information about efficient computation; it must somehow analyze all efficient
computations of some form to prove a limitation on them. When can these analyses themselves be made
algorithmic? What algorithmic problems would they solve?
Meta-computational problems, where the inputs may be computations themselves, have deep connections
to complexity lower bounds. To define some meta-computations, fix a complexity class C: a set of Boolean
functions that can be computed within certain resource constraints. We often define complexity classes by
restricting the structure and size of logical circuits — devices composed of small “gates,” each computing a
simple function like AND, OR, NOT. Two key meta-computational problems are:
• Learning (C-LEARN): given only the ability to query a Boolean function f from C, output a small
circuit approximating f .
• Minimum Circuit Size Problem, (C-MCSP): given the complete truth table of a Boolean function f
and a number s, is there a C-circuit of size less than s that computes f ?
Intuitively, there are connections between meta-computation and lower bounds because both endeavors
require a deep understanding of all C-functions: either to automatically analyze them, or to prove that some
“hard” function is not in C. My work has produced new learning algorithms from novel reductions between
C-LEARN and C-MCSP.
Learning Algorithms from Complexity Lower Bounds. Most complexity lower bounds fit the Natural
Proofs framework [29]. Natural Proofs against a complexity class C implicitly contain an algorithm that
distinguishes between truth-tables of functions computable by C-circuits and random strings; that is, they
solve an approximate version of the C-MCSP problem. Razborov and Rudich showed (under widely-believed
cryptographic assumptions) that Natural Proofs cannot separate P from NP. Thus, the ability of the Natural
Proofs framework to capture most known complexity lower bounds is generally cited as a barrier to separating
P from NP.
My joint work [5] shows that the Natural Proofs framework is also a powerful tool for meta-computational
algorithm design. We gave a generic construction of C-LEARN algorithms from Natural Proofs against a class
C , for any C satisfying a mild technical condition. Our construction immediately yielded the first non-trivial
(quasi-polynomial time) learning algorithms for AC0 [p], the class of functions computed by constant-depth
circuits of polynomial size with AND, OR, NOT and counting modulo p gates (where p is a prime). Obtaining
any kind of learning algorithm for AC0 [p] was open for 23 years. Previous work gave a learning algorithm
for AC0 (the same class without counting modulo p) in 1993 [23]. Our work received the 31st Annual
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Computational Complexity Conference Best Paper award. Our main construction has been applied to make
progress on questions about learning, complexity, and cryptography [27, 16, 28, 14].
While prior work has also developed algorithms from complexity lower bounds, ours is a rare example
of a generic construction. All known algorithms for Boolean meta-computation were developed by adapting
proof techniques originally intended for complexity lower bounds [17, 23, 9]. Those results manually inspect
the lower bound proof to uncover a concrete weakness of the target complexity class, and then exploit it for
algorithm design. Our learning algorithm is almost completely generic: it uses the Natural Proof against C
as a black box.
This genericity in our work suggests a structural relationship between proving circuit lower bounds and
constructing algorithms. I want to develop a new algorithm design paradigm tailored to meta-computation,
that “automatically” exploits complexity lower bounds. Progress towards this end is ongoing: in subsequent
work with the same co-authors, I showed that many Natural Proofs can actually distinguish between random
strings and strings merely close to the truth-table of a C-function. This enables our learning algorithms (once
suitably modified) to tolerate adversarially corrupted answers to queries, obtaining the first agnostic learning
algorithms for AC0 [p] in [4].
My research program uses meta-computation as a “Rosetta Stone” to translate algorithmic questions
into complexity lower bound questions, and vice-versa. Such translations have already resolved longstanding
open problems in both complexity theory and algorithm design, in my previous work and elsewhere. I believe
this is no accident, and that understanding the nature of the “Stone” itself will illuminate the mathematical
foundations of efficient computation.
(Q2) Pseudorandomness: A Durable Illusion from Computational Limitations
Background: One of the richest areas in complexity theory is pseudorandomness: the study of how to
simulate perfectly uniform random bits. These investigations established many “hardness versus randomness
trade-offs,” constructions that use hard functions to build pseudorandom sources [26]. Intuitively, hard
functions allow us to show computationally bounded agents patterns that they cannot “understand.” These
patterns, to the limited observer, may as well be random noise. This is a striking example of the utility
of complexity lower bounds. If we could prove strong enough circuit complexity lower bounds, we could
transform any efficient randomized algorithm into an efficient deterministic algorithm [18].
This idea of “fooling” algorithms can be pushed further. Average-case complexity relaxes the definition
of correctness: an algorithm A is correct “on average” if no efficient adversary can generate “bad” inputs
that cause A to err. Average-case complexity formalizes the idea that, if efficient adversaries cannot tell the
difference between a perfect algorithm A and mostly-correct A0 , we can substitute A0 for A and get away
with it under reasonable circumstances, parameterized by how carefully our enemies pay attention [22, 20].
The combination of average-case complexity with pseudorandomness is fruitful. The hardness to randomness results cited above require strong circuit complexity lower bounds. What if we started from strictly
weaker complexity lower bounds about Turing Machines? It turns out that Turing Machine lower bounds
imply average-case derandomization [19]! Since complexity separations for Turing Machines seem easier
than circuit lower bounds, this brings us closer to the ultimate goal of total derandomization — or at least,
the convincing illusion of total derandomization. If we believe reality is populated by computationally efficient phenomena, then this “pseudo-derandomization” is just as good. Starting from popular conjectures
about the Randomized Turing Machine complexity of certain “key” problems, I developed dramatically more
efficient average-case derandomizations than were previously known [6].
Popular Fine-Grained Hardness Conjectures Imply Efficient Derandomization. It was known
that weak uniform hardness implies non-trivial derandomization: if polynomial time randomized computation
(BPP) is less powerful than exponential time deterministic computation (EXP), then BPP can be simulated

in deterministic sub-exponential time O(2n ) for every constant  > 0 [19, 31]. Note that any sub-exponential
time simulation of BPP is non-trivial, and this does not follow easily from BPP 6= EXP. We know BPP ⊆ EXP
trivially, by brute-forcing the random coins of any probabilistic algorithm and explicitly computing the
acceptance probability on a given input. Before [19], nothing was known about the implications of uniform
separations like EXP 6= BPP for non-trivial derandomization.
My joint work obtained efficient (polynomial-time) simulations of BPP from some popular and wellstudied uniform hardness assumptions of “fine-grained” complexity theory, such as the k-Orthogonal-Vectors
conjecture. These strong but widely believed hypotheses assert that solving simple families of combinatorial
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problems inside P require brute-force search over a polynomial-sized domain [33]. Our work converted these
problem-centric assumptions into structural conclusions about the power (or weakness) of randomness as a
computational resource. I continue to work on these topics, aiming to study and characterize phenomena X
for which efficient pseudo-X constructions fool computationally bounded entities.
(Q3) Algorithmic Desiderata Beyond Correctness & Efficiency
Background: Algorithms are now deployed in contexts where simple correctness and efficiency guarantees
are not sufficient. For example, we want to learn from and release information about highly-sensitive data —
such as medical records — without compromising the privacy of individuals who participate in these studies.
Recently, several related desiderata have been studied intensively:
• Differential Privacy: Algorithms should not leak personal information about individuals whose data
they operate on. [11]
• Fairness in Classification: Algorithms should not discriminate based on sensitive attributes such as
race, gender, and ability status. [10]
• Transparency in Modeling: Algorithms should be explicable to those who use, regulate, or are affected
by them. [24]
I approach enforcing these desiderata as problems of language design: we can hope to design constrained
frameworks where any correct algorithm automatically satisfies useful properties such as those listed above.
This transforms the task of analyzing algorithms for useful properties into one of language design, and
introduces a “dual” problem: what computational primitives and laws of combination naturally give rise to
especially “well-behaved” algorithms? Aside from theoretical interest, provable linguistic constraints could
make it easier to enforce these desiderata in real-world systems. There is reason to be optimistic: locally
private learning is equivalent to giving a learning algorithm in the statistical query model [21]. In the past,
I worked on interpretable models for the Mars Curiosity mission. Currently, I am working on transparent
models of student grades [7] and private learning algorithms for large-margin halfspaces.
Sparse & Explicable Models for Mars Curiosity. I know from personal experience that it is crucial
to understand the context in which algorithms are used, and that human cognition and conversation is often
the most expensive resource during deployment.
The ChemCam on Mars Curiosity is a Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) instrument: it
fires a laser at samples to create plasma, and images that plasma with a telescoped spectrometer. Because
each element has characteristic spectrochemical emissions, we can infer the elemental composition of remote
samples using the data collected by a LIBS. This instrument is currently deployed on Mars. I worked with
Professor Darby Dyar at Mount Holyoke, a participating scientist on the Curiosity mission, to develop and
deploy statistical models for this composition-inference task [13, 12, 2].
I communicated intensively with scientists to understand the ChemCam instrument. We worked together
to create accurate and transparent models whose predictions were explicable in terms of underlying physics.
This process was ultimately successful, but time-consuming and difficult. I now study theoretical foundations
for automatically enforcing transparency, privacy, and other rich desiderata in modeling tasks.

Work in Progress & Future Directions
(Q1) Circuit Synthesis vs Top-Down Complexity Lower Bounds
The Natural Proofs framework is a powerful tool because it gives an algorithmic characterization of many
circuit lower bound techniques. However, Natural Proofs seem to capture only “bottom-up” approaches:
ideas that would separate larger and larger sub-classes of functions computable by polynomial-sized circuits
(P/poly) from NP. We could instead approach NP 6= P/poly “top-down:” start by separating a huge superclass of NP from P/poly, and then separate smaller and smaller super-classes of NP from P/poly [32, 25].
No framework similar to Natural Proofs is known for top-down arguments. However, top-down arguments
often embed efficient algorithms for circuit synthesis: the problem of printing small circuits for a “key”
language L, if such circuits exist. I hope to use this pattern to give a comprehensive and algorithmic
characterization of top-down circuit lower bounds. Two directions would follow:
1. Barriers: if the embedded algorithms contradict longstanding conjectures (as in the case of Natural
Proofs) we would know to search for new and “unnatural” top-down techniques.
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2. Progress: if the embedded algorithms are plausible, we can direct intensive efforts towards their construction and hopefully achieve unconditional progress on circuit lower bounds.
(Q2) Human Resources for Teaching (and Beyond)
As Computer Science courses scale up to teach more and more students, it is vital to maintain consistent
grading and high-quality feedback. This is especially important when students work rich problems whose
responses interleave prose with formalism; these problems cannot be effectively auto-graded because they
are too complex. So, I work to optimize the cognitive, human resources spent on grading.
As a Teaching Assistant at UCSD, I co-developed an adaptive rubric creation method for such rich
responses [7]. Briefly, the TA executes a two-pass “streaming algorithm” over randomly-ordered responses:
the first pass explores a sub-sample to discover common patterns, and the second pass assigns grades and
feedback by recognizing those patterns. The algorithm aims to minimize the number of times the TA
switches tasks (because task-switching is know to impair human cognitive performance) while helping the
TA to consistently justify scores across many (hundreds) of distinct student responses.
By what objective standards could we possibly assess such an algorithm? I propose an indistinguishability
criterion, inspired by pseudo-randomness. In small classes, students would receive “truly personalized” adhoc feedback on their assignments. Our algorithm tries to produce pseudo-personalized feedback that is just
as useful, by leveraging common patterns in student work. Can students tell the difference? This is an
empirical question which my future work will seek to answer using randomized controlled trials.
The “human resources” framework used to develop our grading system can be immediately generalized.
Any iterative process where humans must issue justified decisions about rich inputs can be assessed using our
distinguishability criterion. Such tasks include: social media moderation, natural language dataset labeling,
and resume screening. In future work, I hope to establish a firm theoretical foundation for the design and
assessment of algorithms that use human “components” to efficiently address rich problems.
(Q3) Privacy (and Beyond) in Learning via Boosting
Boosting is a fundamental technique in both the theory and practice of machine learning for converting
weak learning algorithms into strong ones. A (randomized) learning algorithm is differentially private if the
distribution on hypotheses it produces does not depend too much on any single input sample. It is natural
to design “private boosting” algorithms, to transform differentially private weak learners into differentially
private strong learners.
In preliminary joint work, I designed a framework for privatizing boosting algorithms [3]. Our framework
is expressive enough to privatize many smooth boosting algorithms [30, 15, 1]. We applied our framework to
develop a noise-tolerant and private learner for large-margin halfspaces, whose sample complexity does not
depend on the dimension of the domain. Previous dimension-free learning for halfspaces could not tolerate
noise, and used a completely different algorithmic approach.
Boosting is an ensemble method: it produces a committee of weak learners whose collective opinion is
accurate. A deep theory has been developed to explain the success of boosting. This foundation could give
us sufficient leverage to enforce rich desiderata beyond privacy. For example, by analyzing how boosting
creates a committee, I hope to both justify the predictions of the committee in terms of sensible features
of the data and ensure adaptive validity of analyses. Since Boosting has also been enormously successful in
practice, this work offers many opportunities for collaboration and experimentation.

Conclusion: Three More Questions
Linguistic expressibility is simultaneously useful and frustrating; we need rich languages to reason about complex problem domains, but are dismayed by the apparent difficulty of analyzing and managing these powerful
tools. I study the expressive power of languages to achieve positive outcomes by enforcing “simplicity” in
algorithms and proofs. I seek formal answers to three basic questions, derived from those above:
(Q1’) What theorems can we prove using “simple” reasoning systems?
(Q2’) Which phenomena can be succinctly described to computationally-bounded agents?
(Q3’) How can we build languages that correspond to natural paradigms of algorithm design?
These questions are particularly relevant in the context of computational complexity theory; by attending
to issues of expressibility, I have made progress in both upper and lower bounds on computational resources.
My future work will test and develop this methodology against the widest possible range of problems.
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